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CHATEAU HAUT BLANVILLE    

Grande Réserve – IGP Pays d’Oc  
 

Château Haut-Blanville is a family estate built in 1997, plot by plot, to discover, through a 
range of Clos, the incredible diversity and the best terroirs of Languedoc.  
Our family estate has been living its great adventure since 1997 thanks to the dream of 
Béatrice & Bernard Nivollet. Located near Montpellier, we create parcels wines revealing 
the exceptional diversity of Languedoc terroirs. It starts with a rigorous parceling of our 
vineyards, initiated at the creation of the estate and deepened every year. At the heart of 
this segmentation is the wine-making process and plot rearing, practiced since the 
beginning that allows comparative tastings of the juice of each plot. Ecologically 
responsible artisans and winemakers, we pay particular attention to respecting our land, 
its environment and its biodiversity. 
The assembly of our clos and blend are vegan. 
Vineyard planted around a puech, planted with pines, green oaks and cistus with an 
open view of the «Parc du Haut-Languedoc.»  
 

 
TERROIR    WINEMAKING   

Limestone soil For the whites, the juices are fermented in barrels 
(new or of several wines) and stuck on lees then 
raised in the same barrels during 6 to 8 months. 

GRAPE VARIETY   ALCOHOL                          

Chardonnay, Roussanne   12.5%          

        
SERVICE TEMPERATURE   AGING                                                              

10°C     4 years - 5 years 

                        

TASTING NOTES  
Color: Straw yellow colour with silver nuances, luminous and limpid.  
Nose: It mixes floral and white fruits perfumes; then come more exotic flavors (mango) 
on a background of sweet spices.  
Palate: Beautiful attack in the mouth with a wine that has a good volume presence. The 
evolution is more powerful but is counterbalanced by a good acid support. The whole is rich 
with even a certain suavity of the perfumes, but it avoids all heaviness thanks to its freshness. 
Nice construction for this wine all the same powerful enough.  
 
FOOD PAIRING               
Perfectly suited to cocktail parties, fish, and goat’s cheese. 

90/100 
(2015 & 16) 
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